
Henry Tudor’s Letters  to  England
during Richard III’s Reign
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ON  7  AUGUST 1485 Henry Tudor landed at Milford Haven. He had prepared
his way with letters to his supporters and further letters were dispatched as
he advanced through Wales. The  texts  of some of  these  letters  survive.
Perhaps the  best  known is  that  in BL. Harleian Ms. 787, printed by Caroline
Halsted as appendix NN of her  Richard  III and subsequently by S. B.
Chrimes in  Henry VII.  This, sent while Tudor was  still  in  exile, was an open
letter to his allies in England and conse  uently lacks an address or  dating
clause. In it Henry adopts the royal sty e, signing himself HR  (Henricus
Rex), but there is little of the uasi-regal terminology of subsequent letters.
Henry announces his aim as  ‘  e  furtherance of my rightful claim due and
lineal inheritance of the crown and for the  just  depriving of  that  homicide
and unnatural tyrant  which  now unjustly bears dominion  over you’.  This
apart, the tone of the letter is  muted:  Tudor is concerned mainly to  sound
out the  extent  of his support in England.

The  next  surviving letter is altogether more assertive.  This  is the letter
to John ap Meredith ap Jevan ap Meredith which is incorporated  into  John
Wynn’s  History of the  Gwydir  Family and in  that  form has been frequently
reprinted. The letter lacks a  dating clause but was explicitly dispatched after
Tudor’s landing in Wales. The same letter was probably sent to other

'gentlemen in an  attempt  to raise North Wales on  Tudor’s  behalf: there is
nothing in the  text  personal to John ap Meredith. It is  couched  as an explicit
appeal to Welsh nationalism, Henry promising to bring ‘this our said
prmcipality of Wales and the people of the same to their  dearestl‘ liberties,
delivering them  of  such  miserable servitude as they have plteously long stood
in’. England, however, is not forgotten. It is likewise to be returned to  ‘its
ancient estate, honour and property and prosperities’.  Before these
nationalist  ap eals, Tudor defines his aims in terms broadly similar to  those
of the earlier etter. He purposes ‘to descend into our realm of England, not
only for the adoption of the crown  unto  us of right appertaining, but also for
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the oppression of the odious tyrant Richard late Duke of Gloucester,
usu er of our  said  right’.

t  will be clear from  these  extracts  that  Tudor, to a greater  extent than
in his previous letter, is writing as  a  king making war on his rebellious
subjects.  The letter indeed  begins with  the common formula of royal signet
letters, ‘By the  King.  Right trusty and wellbeloved we greet you well .  .  .’
and goes on to speak of ‘our  subjects’ and ‘our realm of  England’.  None of
Henry’s predecessors who seized the throne by force made  such  an early and
explicit declaration of their  sovereignty.  Henry embodied the  same
assumptions in his  dating of his reign from the day before Bosworth. This
had the  immediate  advantage of  allowing him to  treat  Richard’s supporters
as traitors  but, as these letters suggest, the principle involved was one  which
Henry had  maintained  from the outset. It would have been impracticable to
claim  that  his reign began  with  his  landing, let alone some earlier  date; a
predating of one day was probably all  that  was feasible. Henry had to
acknowledge  that  Richard had been  King de  facto.

The third  surviving letter is the  least  well  known  and, in  some respects,
the  most  interesting. It was printed in  Miscellanea Genealogica  et Heraldica2
by George Grazebrook in 1912-13, when  the letter was in his possession. The
recipient of the letter was Sir Roger Kynaston of  Myddle  and Knockin
(Salop), the uncle by marriage of  John  Lord Grey of Powys. In it Tudor
rehearses  that  Grey had been ‘of  that  mind and disposition  that  at this our
coming in to these parties he had fully concluded and determined to have
done  us  service’.  Grey, however, is  absent  and Tudor now orders  Kynaston,
who has  ‘the  rule of his land and  folks’ to array Grey’s men on  Tudor’s
behalf. The letter is, again, regal in its terminology but in  a  deliberately
lower  key.  There is no abuse of Richard 111; Henry does  not, indeed, even
mention him, referring merely to ‘our enterprise for the recovery of the
crown of our realm of England to us of right appertaining’. Apart from  that
statement of intent there is nothing in the letter to  suggest  that  it was not
written by a  reigning monarch desirous of arraying his subjects.

This calmly authoritative  tone  was presumably thought  the best line to
take  in approaching Kynaston, who was not only Grey’s  representative but
one of Richard III’s  ,own  agents in North Wales. Kynaston was  Richard’s
constable of Harlech and probably in his household. In the grant of the
constableship he was described as  ‘king’s  servant’ and the  office  was
consonant with household status.’ Faced  with  the  conflicting claims of
Richard and Tudor, Kynaston, as far as can be traced, did nothing. He is not
mentioned in the  battle  list embodied in the  Ballad  of Bosworth  Field.“ Nor
are there any references to him in the  next  reign which  suggest that  he had
backed Henry; on the contrary, his four sons were markedly out of favour by
the end of 1487.5

If Kynaston sat tight in 1485 so, presumably, did the Grey interest. John
Grey of  Powys  had been regarded by Richard III as an  ally.  He was  a
member of the  king’s council, for  which  he received the standard fee of
£100.“ In  1484  he was put in charge of the archers which Richard III planned
to  sent  to Brittany.7 Grazebrook argues  that  it was while he was in Brittany
that Grey met Tudor and was won over by his  claims  and the two men may
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have coincided in  Brittany in the summer of 1484. The archers were
mustered at some time after 26 June, when men were appointed to supervise
the operation. Grey was  back  in England by September, when he witnessed
the treaty with  Scotland.  From French  evidence  it  seems  that  Tudor
remained in Brittany until  some  time  between mid September and the
beginning of  October.“

Grey’s  offer of support, whenever it was  made,  is  a  further ramification
of the Herbert  connection  upon  which  Tudor seems to  have  been pinning his
hopes towards the end of  1484.  Tudor had been the ward of William Herbert 1,
Earl of Pembroke, and when in  1484  word reached Tudor  that  Richard III
might be contemplating a  marriage to his niece Elizabeth (so blocking
Tudor’s marital plans), Tudor’s  advisors suggested  that  he try to win over
Walter Herbert, son of William I, and marry Walter’s sister.” In the  event,
Tudor’s  approach to the Herberts seems to  have  been  unproductive. The
head  of the family, William Herbert II, Earl of Huntingdon, had married
Richard’s illegitimate daughter Katherine and Tudor apparently made no
attempt to approach him. Walter, the  object  of Tudor’s  plans,  had received a
land  grant  from Richard III and his sympathies in  1485  are unclear. There is
no evidence  that  he turned up at Bosworth, although he received an early
grant of  office  from Henry VII which suggests that he was then in favour.'0
Their sister  Maud  was the  wife  of Henry Percy, Earl of Northumberland,
whom Tudor may have  hoped to win  over,  although  there is no indication
that  he succeeded. Another sister, Anne, was the wife of John Grey of
Powys, whom Henry thought  he had won to his side but who apparently
remained  uncommitted  in 1485."

The letter  which  Tudor  sent  to Kynaston is the  only surviving text  to
bear  a full  dating clause, which also means  that  it is one of the very few
pieces of firm evidence for the chronology of Tudor’s advance  through
Wales. It was  given  under Tudor’s  Signet  ‘beside our town of Machen Lloyd
[Machynlleth] the  xiiij day of  August’.  This contradicts the accepted
timetable of  Tudor’s advance, which has him at Machynlleth three days
earlier, on 11 August.'2 In particular, it means  that  his arrival in Shrewsbury
must  have been later  than  is  usually assumed. The traditional version has
Henry approaching the  town  on 14  August,  securing admittance on  15th  and
moving on the  next  day. The local  account  of his arrival provides no  dates,
but it does seem to imply that  the episode  took two days rather  than  three,
with  Henry marching out of the  town  on the day he had entered  it.” With
this extra day the known details of  Tudor’s  march to Bosworth can  just  be
fitted  into  the revised chronology although, with  Henry leaving Shrewsbury
on 18  August  rather  than 16th, his advance becomes a  less ‘slow  and hesitant’
affair than it has hitherto seemed."
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